
Animals have recently become recognized as significant agents of history as part of what has 

been called the “animal turn.”  This has resulted in a new perspective, which scholars such as Joyce 

Salisbury have brought to medieval animal studies by considering non-human animals “as living 

creatures sharing a world with humans, rather than as moral symbols or actors in political allegories.” 

Therefore, even if from a legal point of view, animals are objects that are treated as such in modern 

jurisprudence (it has to be noted, however, that in many countries this has also recently changed), 

humans have always had a strong sentimental attachment to them. Non-human animals were not only 

exploited for food and work but were also human companions (empress Zoe is a famous example of 

this, with her beloved cat, Mehlebe, who used to dine from golden plates).  

While studies on animals in Antiquity and the Western Middle Ages are currently flourishing and are 

even considered to be one of the most thriving fields of Classics, there is a lack of similar interest in the 

Byzantine period. There exist only isolated studies on certain topics such as, for instance, a recent study 

by Tristan Schmidt on metaphorical use of animal imagery, works by Henriette Kroll on Byzantine 

zooarcheology, and Stavros Lazaris’ contributions on the Physiologos and veterinarian knowledge. 

Adam Goldwyn’s recent book on ecocriticism also offers some insights on animal metaphors in Digenis 

Akritas. Yet, there is as no single comprehensive monograph on animals in Byzantium that would look 

at both the material evidence of animals in Byzantium and their representations in literary sources. 

The main focus of this project will be on the ways animals were imagined and described in the Byzantine 

Empire between the 10th and 12th centuries. Byzantine interest in animals was not restricted to 

encyclopedias and treatises about animals; it was also expressed in narrative texts that stood between 

the real and the imaginary (including enkomia of pets, monodies on the death of animals, pseudo-

scholarly treatises on insects and treatises on hunts).  

This project will be organized thematically rather than chronologically in order to present the perception 

of non-human animals throughout the middle Byzantine period and how various variables (religion, 

climate, social conditions, politics) may result in different approaches to non-human animals and 

consequently in different imagery of non-human animals in literature. This project aims also at showing 

if and how the Byzantine approach to non-human animals differed from the Western one (e.g. there were 

no animal trials and interestingly enough, unlike in the western literature, Byzantine animals are very 

rarely named). 
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